Mr. Harold Nicolson on Tallyrand by Duff Cooper

Mr. Duff Cooper is a man of culture, determination and ability. He knows that brilliance, unsupported by scholarship, is but a feeble thing; he is also aware that knowledge uninfused by imagination is a lump of dough.

Even thus in his biography of Tallyrand does Mr. Duff Cooper mingle virility with erudition, epigram with fact.

The House of Commons does not really resent intelligence, provided that its possessor does not take it seriously. Few of Mr. Duff Cooper's colleagues will be permanently estranged by the high literary capacity which his Tallyrand displays. As a portrait it is as vivid as the most exacting could require. It is also beautifully composed.

Its main quality, to my mind, is that it is written throughout from the intellectual rather than from the ethical or sensational standpoint. We have had so many biographies of late which are brilliant and amusing; it is a relief to find one that is sensible as well.

In the second place Mr. Duff Cooper treats the English language with respect. In the balance of his periods one catches an echo of the greater periods of English prose, whereas his deft, sharp phrases have all the nimbleness of modernity.

And in the third place Mr. Duff Cooper has a perfect gift of selection. He has woven his tangle material into a tissue of silken smoothness.

If biography is to be defined as "the history of an individual conceived as a work of art," then Mr. Duff Cooper's book should serve as an exhibit. It is historical in that it conveys the proportions of events; it describes an individual since it concentrates on character, and it is, without question, a delicate work of art.
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THE GODS ARRIVE
BY
EDITH WHARTON

"One of Mrs. Wharton's most penetrating and entertaining novels."—Times.

EARTH HISTORY
L. C. SNIDER

An authentic history of the earth and of the things that have lived on the earth. Written in a style free from technical terms and involved explanations and discussions. Illustrated with over three hundred pictures showing more than a thousand different physical features, plants, animals and fossils.
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DARLING OF MISFORTUNE
RICHARD LOCKRIDGE

To all interested in the Drama, and particularly the stage and theatres of the past, this life of Edwin Booth (1833-1913) will have an unusual appeal. Many famous names appear in these pages, among them Henry Ward Beecher, Sarah Bernhardt, Edward Kean, Henry Irving. Illustrated.
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LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
W. L. GRAFF

A general introduction to linguistics designed to reveal to the student and general reader the fundamental concepts and organisation of the science of language.

(November 7) 18/-

SCIENTIFIC SELF-DEFENCE
W. E. FAIRBAIRN

The methods of defence explained and illustrated in this book have been specially selected for the man who requires quick knowledge of the best and easiest means of defending himself against almost every form of attack.

Illustrated. 12/6

HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE
CHESTER PENN HIGBY

A survey of the evolution of European society from the National Risings against Napoleon to the present day. 13 Maps.

18/-

AROUND THE WORLD
SINGLE-HANDED
HARRY PIDGEON

"He tells the story of this remarkable exploit modestly and well. He studied navigation from books, built a boat from instructions, and then, unaccompanied, circumnavigated the globe. Mr. Pidgeon's is a closely packed story of adventure."—Times. Illustrated.
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